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She’S one of the moSt 
photographed women in the world  
and tops countless best-dressed lists. So Olivia 
Palermo must be a diva, right? Absolutely not. 
When the actress saunters into the Verona 
garden to meet Grazia in Italy, she’s a world 
removed from the cold version of herself she 
played in scripted-reality TV show The City. In 
fact, Olivia greets us with a hug and is chatty, 
friendly and tentative in her opinions. Not 
that she needs to be humble with her style icon 
status – if you’re looking for the next trend, 
you can be sure Olivia’s had her eye on it for 
months. ‘Metallic will be huge this autumn,’ 
she says. ‘Alberta Ferretti did a fabulous job on 
her collection and we’ll see metallic everything, 
everywhere. I can’t wait to try it out.’

Since The City ended, Olivia’s been the face 
of accessories brand Hogan and sits front row at 
every major show. She even counts Tibi designer 
Amy Smilovic as a close friend. ‘I never miss 
her shows; she’s like family to me,’ says Olivia. 
‘I’m always backstage beforehand, making sure 
Amy is sane and happy with what’s going on.’

Olivia Palermo: 
eternally chic 
actress, Grazia style 
crush and woman 
with a wardrobe  
to die for. Grrr!  
How does she  
do it? We ask…
WordS: Scarlett ruSSell

you have to 
plan to look 
this good!
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Often by Olivia’s side is her boyfriend of 
four years, Johannes Huebl – the German-
born model also known as ‘Joe Hotness’.
Mention of the nickname makes her laugh: 
‘I never heard that, but I’ll have to tell him.’ 
But while they’re regularly cited as one of 
the most stylish couples in fashion, Olivia’s 
adamant they’re just as low-key as the rest 
of us, enjoying date nights and mini-breaks.

‘Johannes has an amazing sense of style, 
so I wouldn’t say I influence what he wears, 
but he’s the first to tell me if he thinks 
something I’ve got on is a little… funky,’ 
Olivia says. ‘If we meet accidentally wearing 
the same colour trousers then one of us has 
to go change. It’s generally me.’ So, are they 
getting serious? Olivia goes coy when we 
joke about who’d design her dream wedding 
dress. ‘That I’m going to keep private.’

Ask her about her own style, though, 
and she talks a mile a minute. ‘I’d describe 
it as eclectic and accessorised. The most 
important accessories are a statement 
cocktail ring and great tailor.’ A born and 
bred New Yorker, Olivia is the definition of 
Upper East Side chic. You wouldn’t catch 
this girl in sweatpants – ‘Unless I’m coming 
back from yoga.’ Tailored shorts, fitted 
dresses and blazers are her uniform and  
she names Markus Lupfer, Zac Posen and 
Matthew Williamson as favourite designers. 
Today, she is wearing a green chiffon blouse 
and tweed shorts (top left). ‘I got them in 
Tokyo with a girlfriend,’ she says. ‘We 
were driving down the street and I saw  
this boutique and made her stop the car.’

Olivia is super-organised to the point of 
being obsessive. ‘I keep a written checklist 
at all times and tick things off,’ she says. 
‘You should see my wardrobe at home. I’m 
very specific. I break it down into dresses 
and blazers, then it’s colour-coded. I find it 
cleansing.’ It translates to her runway style, 
too. She never attends a show without a 
great watch (‘in fashion we can’t be tardy’), 
an iPhone plus charger so she’s ‘always 
prepared’, and a Mulberry organiser. 
‘Johannes got one for me. I love it,’ she says.

Today, we’re discussing Olivia’s venture 
with Italian lingerie brand Intimissimi – who 
invited her to their autumn/winter show. 
Think warm brown and cream slips, tons  
of lace and silk, and ’50s-style corsets and 
stockings. ‘The new Intimissimi range is so 
sexy. I love the retro feel,’ she says. Avid Olivia 
fans would have seen her blogging her verdict. 
‘I keep a mental note of what I see at shows, 
then write them up,’ she says. ‘My favourite 
thing is that I get to see these amazing 
collections. I remember my first show: Zac 
Posen in Byrant Park, NY, 2007. The buzz 
was incredible and seeing all the trends before 
anyone else – amazing!’ Needless to say, it 
was the start of a beautiful relationship…
Visit www.intimissimi.com

Olivia’s many style 
hits – including  
in Matthew 
Williamson 
(above); the A/W 
’12 Intimissimi 
range (top right); 
Olivia showing off 
her cocktail ring  
at the Boss Black 
S/S ’11 show 
(centre); and  
with boyfriend 
Johannes (far left)

‘i’ll keep  
my wedding  
dress private’
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